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Changes

Termination of opposition procedure

legal basis

R. 60   Implementing Regulations EPC

data in PRS for

All entries in the European Patent Bulletin since number 1/78 (20.12.78)
first document affected   EP 0101178; first entry in PRS on 30 May 1990

field meaning

ymmd

Date of issue of the European Patent Bulletin in which the notice of deletion is published.

code meaning

References to data erroneously published in entries of sections I.1 to I.11 of the European Patent Bulletin and that are to be deleted appear in section I.12 Changes. This points exclusively to deletions of data published in the bulletin due to printing or encoding errors, not to corrections or alterations. In the bulletin the message “The last entry related to this publication is deleted” is printed alongside the relevant INID code, if any, or under the relevant heading.

This code refers to the deletion of the last entry in the bulletin related to the termination of opposition procedure, published in section “II.7(6) Termination of opposition procedure”. This means that the opposition procedure is still running.
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